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Each year the Karman Fellowship Programme supports 15
Karman Fellows to strengthen their mutual relations, meet with
global leaders and shape agendas that have the potential to
positively contribute to space.
Over the course of this year, the inaugural cohort of Fellows
discussed various global issues that space technologies can
contribute to solving, together with issues that exist within the
space sector. The cohort organically divided themselves into
four agenda groups based on their passions and expertise:
Space Governance, Climate Change, Digital Divide and Inspiring
through Space Stories. Herein you will find further information
about these chosen agendas, and the tangible commitments that
each Fellow has declared toward them.

AGENDAS &
COMMITMENTS

WHAT ARE THEY ALL ABOUT?

The Karman Project and its community will continue to support
the Karman Fellows as they bring these ‘work-in-progress’
commitments to fruition, by assisting in connecting them to
resources, key stakeholders and other thought leaders who
have the capacity to create impact and facilitate change.
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✦

SPACE
GOVERNANCE
Why does it matter?
✦

High entry barriers mean that in the
past, only national and supranational
players with means (i.e. access to
financial and technological
resources) have been able to enter
the space industry and yield
successful results.

#NewSpace is an equaliser, meaning that
new players emerge in a unique position
to harness the technological advances of
the past decade and seize opportunities
that ‘heritage’ space nations and
commercial space companies have not
tackled.

Meanwhile, established players face
an identity crisis: where to go now?
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Katherine Bennell
Establish a networking channel to open informal exchange
among New Space Strategists from agencies in emerging
space nations so that they can harness their combined
insights on how to foster resilient commercial ecosystems.
Tom Segert
Author a series of articles under the working title “Space
Done Wrong Right” - exploring a number of topics that
support best practices for a truly commercial space
industry in Europe.
Rogel Mari Sese

SPACE
GOVERNANCE

KARMAN COMMITMENTS 2020-21

Author a series of articles on the best practices on
establishing a national space policy for developing countries
with nascent space programs, with emphasis on needs
analysis, strategic planning and increasing participation in
the international space community with the aim to:
✦

Lower the entry barrier for emerging space nations; and

✦

Eventually lead to the democratisation of space.
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✦

CLIMATE
CHANGE
Why does it matter?
✦

Climate change matters because it is
the single largest threat to humanity’s
fate on Planet Earth.

Combating the impact of climate
change shows our ability to identify
and act on a threat to the global
environment that is also rooted in our
economic wellbeing.

The impact of climate change goes
beyond the ecological and
environmental issues of our planet,
percolating to deep socio-economic and
health related aspects of mankind.
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Prateep Basu
Removing the barrier to design solutions around climate
change adaptation and the mitigation of its impact by
opening up pan-India processed satellite imagery and
weather datasets at SatSure.
EXPECTED IMPACT:
✦

At least 10 Indian companies to be onboarded in next 12
months to demonstrate creation of services on top of the
open climate and agriculture datasets.

Fabien Jordan

CLIMATE
CHANGE

KARMAN COMMITMENTS 2020-21

To provide affordable IoT solutions based on direct-tosatellite communications to support sustainable
applications in agriculture, water management, climate
monitoring or any other environmental applications.
To involve local entities in the co-development of these
solutions.
EXPECTED IMPACT:
✦

25 entities involved by end of 2022.
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Lynette Tan
To work with impact investors in my space accelerator
programmes to:
✦

✦

Start the conversation on impact investing for space
companies; and
Have startups begin to think about how they can raise
funds with impact investors by incorporating solutions for
climate change into their plans.

EXPECTED IMPACT:

✦

To increase familiarity of the startup ecosystem with the
concept of sustainability that can be incorporated into
their business plans.

GROUP COMMITMENT 2020-21

CLIMATE
CHANGE

KARMAN COMMITMENTS 2020-21

Currently, agriculture accounts for an average of 70% of all
freshwater withdrawals globally. Our group commits to
promoting water sustainability in the agricultural sector by
bringing together our respective competencies in satellite
imagery, AI, IoT and policy making, with the ultimate goal to do
our part to reduce water usage in this critical sector.
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✦

DIGITAL
DIVIDE
Why does it matter?
✦

In 2020, internet usage varies
significantly between countries. The
North American & EU countries have
over 70% internet usage versus less
than 40% in most of Africa.

Studies have shown that internet
connectivity has a significant effect
on local economies. The World Bank
reported estimates of GDP growth as
1.38 percentage points for developing
countries and 1.21 percentage points
for developed countries (Qiang and
Rossotto, 2009) for every 10
broadband lines added.

More recently, The World Bank
estimates that reaching the African
Union’s goal of universal and affordable
internet coverage will increase GDP
growth in Africa by 2 percentage points
per year. Also, the probability of
employment—regardless of education
level—increases by 6.9 to 13.2 percent
when fast internet becomes available,
as it facilitates firm entry and boosts
productivity and exports.
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Internet usage, while prevalent
in many people’s lives, varies
widely across the Globe.
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GROUP PROJECT

Yohann Leroy

Christopher Richins

Temidayo Oniosun

Eileen Tanghal

Within the next 6 months, we will aim to:
✦

✦

DIGITAL
DIVIDE

KARMAN COMMITMENTS 2020-21

Coordinate the provision of internet connectivity to at least
one school in Africa via connection to an internal satellite;
and
Secure 3-5 content providers starting with code.org to
provide classes to the connected school.

This pilot will provide internet and educational content for
students, and will also serve as a pathfinder for the
establishment of a foundation/NGO for expanding the scope
of services more broadly.
We hope to see an initial cohort of students who inspire
additional students within the pilot school and other schools
to build the desire to attend the classes.
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✦

Inspiring Through

SPACE
STORIES
Why does it matter?
✦

There may be millions of people on our planet who
have been excluded from engaging in space
exploration and from understanding the universe.

They may never have thought about space before,
or perhaps they wanted to but were somehow
discouraged - and now presume that it is ‘too hard’
for them to understand. We want to break that myth
and ignite a passion for the topic.
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GROUP PROJECT

Chris Boshuizen

Marc Marzenit

Yoav Landsman

Together, we want to launch the ‘1 Million Mission’: to motivate
and inspire 1 million people to develop a love for space.
We want to reach people through humour (and cute
characters) to show them examples they can understand of
how space and science is a part of their daily life. Hopefully,
this can mark the beginning of their journey to read more and
delve into the world of space.
FORMAT OF THE PROJECT:

Inspiring through

SPACE
STORIES
KARMAN COMMITMENTS 2020-21

✦

Comics.

INITIAL DISTRIBUTION CHANNELS:
✦

Website and Instagram.

PLAN TO SEED AND GROW THE 1 MILLION MISSION:
✦

Raise €25,000 of startup costs for initial six months; and

✦

Aim to grow to audience of 100,000 followers on Instagram.
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TOPICS

✦

Astronomy

✦

Space applications

✦

Astrophysics

✦

Space in human culture

✦

Astronauts

✦

Space nature in our daily life

✦

Relationship between art and space

✦

Futurism / Science fiction
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✦
Want to

KNOW MORE?
✦
If you’re interested to understand more about any of the Karman Fellowship Agendas and Commitments or would
like to contribute in any way, please reach out to us at hello@karmanproject.org.
Our sincere thanks,
The Karman Project.
www.karmanproject.org

